Introduction {#sec1-2331216518773226}
============

The cochlear implant (CI) is among the most successful neural prostheses ([@bibr60-2331216518773226]), making it possible for severely hearing-impaired listeners to achieve relatively high levels of speech intelligibility in quiet environments. However, CI listeners typically experience difficulties when listening in complex listening situations, where the auditory system is required to segregate the target signal from other competing sounds (e.g., [@bibr36-2331216518773226]; [@bibr49-2331216518773226]). The auditory processes underlying the segregation of sounds have been a topic of research for many years ([@bibr7-2331216518773226]; [@bibr8-2331216518773226]; [@bibr33-2331216518773226]; [@bibr56-2331216518773226]). [@bibr7-2331216518773226] proposed two different mechanisms for the segregation process: *primitive* and *schema-driven* stream segregation. Primitive stream segregation is assumed to be an involuntary and preattentive process, driven by the incoming acoustic data. Schema-driven stream segregation is, instead, assumed to require the attention of the listener and to involve the activation of stored knowledge of familiar patterns.

Auditory stream segregation has often been investigated using an *auditory streaming* paradigm ([@bibr7-2331216518773226]; [@bibr10-2331216518773226]; [@bibr34-2331216518773226], [@bibr35-2331216518773226]; [@bibr56-2331216518773226]). In this paradigm, two repeating sounds (A and B), typically two pure tones with different frequencies, are presented sequentially to the listener who might integrate them into a single stream or segregate them into two separate streams. Whereas large frequency differences between the sounds facilitate segregation, small frequency differences promote integration (e.g., [@bibr8-2331216518773226]; [@bibr56-2331216518773226]). In normal-hearing (NH) listeners, stream segregation is also influenced by other stimulus properties than frequency differences, such as differences in the temporal envelope (e.g., [@bibr14-2331216518773226]; [@bibr18-2331216518773226]; [@bibr21-2331216518773226]; [@bibr47-2331216518773226]; [@bibr58-2331216518773226]), the phase spectrum (e.g., [@bibr41-2331216518773226]), or the spatial characteristics (e.g., [@bibr15-2331216518773226]; [@bibr44-2331216518773226]; [@bibr48-2331216518773226]). Therefore, it has been hypothesized that sequential stream segregation may be directly related to the degree of the perceptual difference between the sounds ([@bibr34-2331216518773226], [@bibr35-2331216518773226]).

[@bibr56-2331216518773226] showed that the frequency difference needed to perceptually segregate the A sound from the B sounds depends on the intention of the listener. A smaller difference is needed when the listener is encouraged to segregate the sounds (i.e., *voluntary* stream segregation) than when the listener is encouraged to integrate them (i.e., *obligatory* stream segregation). Based on this, Van Noorden defined two boundaries: the *fission boundary*, which represents the smallest difference at which the sounds can be segregated, and the *temporal coherence boundary*, representing the largest difference at which the sounds can still be integrated. Thus, the temporal coherence boundary and the fission boundary represent the thresholds of obligatory and voluntary stream segregation, respectively. The temporal coherence boundary depends on the presentation rate of the sounds, with faster presentation rates promoting the segregation of the sounds. Conversely, the fission boundary is independent of the presentation rate of the sounds. The duration of the sequence of the A and B sounds also affects its perception, as the probability of achieving a segregated percept has been reported to increase over time (for a review, see [@bibr7-2331216518773226]; [@bibr34-2331216518773226], [@bibr35-2331216518773226]). This phenomenon, often referred to as the *build-up* of stream segregation, has been reported both in studies using integration-promoting listening instructions (e.g., [@bibr42-2331216518773226]; [@bibr51-2331216518773226]), neutral listening instructions ([@bibr1-2331216518773226]; [@bibr6-2331216518773226]; [@bibr56-2331216518773226]) as well as segregation-promoting listening instructions (e.g., [@bibr31-2331216518773226]; [@bibr37-2331216518773226]).

In electric hearing, perceptual differences can be elicited by varying the electrode (place cues) or the pulse rate (temporal cues) of the stimulation (e.g., [@bibr17-2331216518773226]; [@bibr24-2331216518773226]; [@bibr25-2331216518773226]; [@bibr45-2331216518773226]). Both electrode and pulse rate of stimulation can contribute to the perception of pitch height. The stimulation of apical electrodes and the use of low pulse rates are generally associated with a lower pitch percept than the stimulation of basal electrodes and the use of a high pulse rate (e.g., [@bibr24-2331216518773226]; [@bibr25-2331216518773226]). It has been suggested that CI listeners might be able to combine place and rate information (e.g., [@bibr27-2331216518773226]; [@bibr30-2331216518773226]; [@bibr40-2331216518773226]). However, [@bibr30-2331216518773226] reported no advantage of consistent combinations of place and rate information (e.g., a slow pulse rate stimulating an apical electrode) over inconsistent combinations (e.g., a slow pulse rate stimulating a basal electrode) for the discrimination of sounds. Thus, place and temporal cues are considered to be perceptually orthogonal and independent cues in electric hearing ([@bibr28-2331216518773226]; [@bibr30-2331216518773226]; [@bibr52-2331216518773226]).

Previous studies investigating auditory stream segregation in CI listeners have focused on the role of place cues. In contrast to the results from studies in NH listeners, some of these studies did not observe any effect of the sequence duration (i.e., build-up) or the tone presentation rate on the ability to segregate the sounds ([@bibr11-2331216518773226]; [@bibr12-2331216518773226], [@bibr13-2331216518773226]). Nevertheless, other studies found results consistent with those from studies in NH listeners, suggesting that there are circumstances in which CI listeners can use place cues to segregate sounds ([@bibr9-2331216518773226]; [@bibr11-2331216518773226]; [@bibr19-2331216518773226]; [@bibr39-2331216518773226]; [@bibr50-2331216518773226]). Moreover, the results from several studies suggest that CI listeners need time to build up a segregated percept ([@bibr9-2331216518773226]; [@bibr19-2331216518773226]; [@bibr39-2331216518773226]), even though the build-up might be slower for CI listeners than for NH listeners ([@bibr39-2331216518773226]).

The effect of temporal cues on stream segregation in CI listeners has been investigated by [@bibr11-2331216518773226], [@bibr16-2331216518773226]), and [@bibr20-2331216518773226]. The results from these studies suggest that large differences in the amplitude modulation or the pulse rate between the A and the B sounds facilitate both voluntary stream segregation ([@bibr11-2331216518773226]; [@bibr20-2331216518773226]) and obligatory stream segregation ([@bibr16-2331216518773226]). Chatterjee et al. observed a larger probability of a two-stream percept with increasing sequence duration (i.e., build-up) in one listener. To our knowledge, no other study has investigated whether CI listeners experience a build-up as a function of pulse rate or amplitude modulation differences.

The present study examined the role of temporal cues on voluntary stream segregation in CI listeners. Delay detection performance was measured in a paradigm where the listeners were required to make time judgments between consecutive sounds of a target stream while ignoring a temporally irregular distractor stream. The task became easier if the listeners could segregate the target from the distractor and, thus, the performance in the detection task was affected by the stream segregation ability of the listeners. This paradigm has previously been used to investigate the role of spectral and temporal cues on stream segregation in NH listeners (e.g., [@bibr37-2331216518773226]; [@bibr38-2331216518773226]) and the role of place cues in CI listeners ([@bibr39-2331216518773226]). Here, temporal cues were induced by varying the pulse rate at a fixed cochlear location. The aim of the present study was to clarify whether CI listeners can use pulse rate differences (Δrate) to segregate the streams and whether a two-stream percept builds up over time. The fission boundary was estimated as a function of Δrate. Furthermore, the contribution of place versus temporal cues for voluntary stream segregation was assessed by combining the results from this study with those from [@bibr39-2331216518773226]. Electrode and Δrate were converted to pitch height differences (Δpitch) using data from a verbal attribute magnitude estimate experiment ([@bibr24-2331216518773226]). If stream segregation is related to the salience of the perceptual difference between the sounds, the Δpitch between the target and the distractor streams should account for the results from both studies.

Methods {#sec2-2331216518773226}
=======

Listeners {#sec3-2331216518773226}
---------

Seven CI listeners (six women and one man) participated in this experiment. The listeners were aged between 19 and 74 years (mean: 50.8 years, standard deviation \[*SD*\]: 21.5 years; see [Table 1](#table1-2331216518773226){ref-type="table"}), had no residual hearing and were bilateral CI users. All listeners were users of the Cochlear Ltd. (Sydney, Australia) implant. Six of the listeners had previously participated in a study that used the same paradigm to assess the effect of place cues on stream segregation ([@bibr39-2331216518773226]). The same listener IDs were used in both studies. All listeners provided informed consent prior to the study and all experiments were approved by the Science-Ethics Committee for the Capital Region of Denmark (reference H-16036391). Table 1.Relevant Information About CI Listeners.ListenerAgeGenderOnset of deafnessImplant model (ear)Years of experience119FPrelingualCI24RE (right)16474FPostlingualCI24R (left)13573MPostlingualCI24RE (right)3664FPerilingualCI24R (right)15861FPerilingualCI24RE (right)3921FPerilingualCI24RE (left)161044FPrelingualCI24RE (left)5[^1] Table 2.Individual Δ*t* As Obtained From the Delay Adjustment Procedure.ListenerΔ*t* (ms)Δ*t* (ms) for control condition140304453553532680558602893530106040

Stimuli and Conditions {#sec4-2331216518773226}
----------------------

The stimulation paradigm is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"}, where the different panels represent the different conditions. A sequence of 50 ms bursts of pulses (B) presented on a single electrode was interleaved with a sequence (A) presented on the same electrode with a different pulse rate. In half of the trials, a small delay (Δ*t*) was added to the last burst of the otherwise regular B sequence (the target stream). The listeners were asked to indicate after each trial whether or not the last sound of the sequence was delayed. The nominal onset-to-onset interval between consecutive B sounds was 340 ms, and a random jitter was added to the onset-to-onset interval between consecutive A sounds. The duration of the jitter applied to each A sound was drawn from a rectangular distribution with a range of ± 110 ms. Thus, the onset-to-onset interval between the A and B sounds was 170 ms ± jitter, as illustrated in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"}. Consecutive A and B sounds were always separated by a minimum interval of 10 ms. The temporal irregularity of the distractor stream made across-streams time judgments an unreliable cue to perform the task. Therefore, to optimize performance, the listeners needed to compare the time interval between the last two B sounds with those between previous B sounds. Thus, the task became easier when the A and B sequences fell into different streams ([@bibr32-2331216518773226]; [@bibr37-2331216518773226]; [@bibr38-2331216518773226]), encouraging the listener to segregate the streams. Figure 1.Graphical representation of the experimental paradigm. *T* represents the onset-to-onset interval and Δ*t* is the delay of the last B sound. The long sequence, with and without Δ*t*, is shown in the upper and middle panels. The short sequence, with and without Δ*t*, is illustrated in the lower left and lower right panels, respectively. The rate difference between A and B sounds varied across conditions. Figure 2.Graphical representation of the timing between the B and the A sounds.

Each A and B sound consisted of a 50-ms burst of biphasic pulses presented at Electrode 11,^[1](#fn1-2331216518773226){ref-type="fn"}^ located at the midpoint of the array, in monopolar mode. Each biphasic pulse had a phase width of 25 µs and a phase gap of 8 µs. The stimuli were presented through the Nucleus Implant Communicator research interface (NIC v2, Cochlear Limited, Sydney).

The ability of CI listeners to perceive pitch changes as a function of pulse rate (temporal pitch) has been reported to be limited to rates below 300/400 pulse per sound (pps; e.g., [@bibr45-2331216518773226]; [@bibr53-2331216518773226]; [@bibr54-2331216518773226]). In this study, the target stream was played with a constant rate of 300 pps, while the A sequence was played with a lower pulse rate of either 80, 140, 200, or 260 pps, leading to a Δrate between the streams of 220, 160, 100, or 40 pps depending on the condition.

All sequences started with the distractor stream (A) and ended with the target stream (B), as illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"}. Two sequence durations were tested. The long sequence consisted of 12 AB pairs (3.96 s without Δ*t*) and the short sequence consisted of 4 AB pairs (1.24 s without Δ*t*). Performance in the detection task for the long and the short sequences was also measured without the distractor stream (control conditions). These conditions were easier than the test conditions and, thus, a shorter Δ*t* was used to avoid ceiling effects. A *no difference* condition (Δrate = 0) was also tested for the long sequence. In this condition, both the target and the distractor were presented from the same electrode and with the same pulse rate. Both the control and the *no difference* condition were identical to those described in the study by [@bibr39-2331216518773226]. Thus, only Listener 10, who did not participate in the study by Paredes-Gallardo et al., performed those conditions in this study. For the remaining listeners, the results from the control and the *no difference* condition were obtained from Paredes-Gallardo et al.

For each combination of Δrate and sequence duration, 60 presentations of the delayed sequence and 60 presentations of the non-delayed sequence were used to calculate the listener's sensitivity (*d*′) to the delayed target.

Loudness Balancing {#sec5-2331216518773226}
------------------

Loudness has been found to be an effective cue for sound segregation in CI listeners (e.g., [@bibr13-2331216518773226]; [@bibr29-2331216518773226]). The stimuli were therefore loudness-balanced in this study. Categorical loudness scaling was used to find the most comfortable levels for each listener and stimulus. Each pair of target and distractor sounds was then loudness matched by the listeners using the procedure described in [@bibr39-2331216518773226]. The loudness matching was performed in the beginning of each session. The level of the loudness balanced stimuli did not markedly change between sessions.

Delay (Δ*t*) Adjustment Procedure {#sec6-2331216518773226}
---------------------------------

Individual Δ*t* values were chosen such that listeners would be equally sensitive to the delayed target in a given condition, minimizing the effect of individual differences on the detection performance in the auditory streaming task. To facilitate the comparison of the results from this study and those from [@bibr39-2331216518773226], the same individual Δ*t* values were used in the two studies. For Listener 10, who did not participate in the study by Paredes-Gallardo et al., Δ*t* was derived using the same criterion as in the study by Paredes-Gallardo et al.: Δ*t* was defined as the delay leading to *d*′ = 2 for the long sequence whereby the 50 ms bursts of pulses were presented at 900 pps to Electrodes 11 (A) and 19 (B) (see [table 2](#table2-2331216518773226){ref-type="table"}).

The individual Δ*t* to be used in the control condition was also derived as in [@bibr39-2331216518773226], that is, the Δ*t* corresponding to *d*′ = 3 for the long sequence without the distractor stream. This *d*′ value was chosen to keep the control conditions relatively easy while avoiding ceiling effects.

Procedure {#sec7-2331216518773226}
---------

The experiments took place in a double-walled sound-attenuating booth and were organized into two sessions, each lasting 2 h including short breaks. For Listener 10, the first session included a brief description of the task and the delay adjustment procedure, as well as a 10 - to 15-min training on the detection task. The other listeners had participated in the study by [@bibr39-2331216518773226] and were therefore familiar with the paradigm.

A one-interval two-alternative forced-choice procedure was used, where the listeners were asked to report if the last target sound of the sequence was delayed or not. A one interval task was chosen to minimize the attentional effort required to perform the task ([@bibr37-2331216518773226]). The sequences were organized in 12 blocks, 6 with long sequences and 6 with short sequences, presented in random order. On a given block, the four Δrate conditions were presented in pseudorandom order, ensuring that the same Δrate condition would not be presented in consecutive sequences. Thus, the first sound of each sequence always had a different rate, contributing to resetting the build-up of a two-stream percept after each presentation ([@bibr42-2331216518773226]). Each Δrate condition was presented 20 times in each block (10 delayed and 10 non-delayed presentations). The *no difference* condition was tested in a separate block.

The control conditions were tested in four blocks (two with long sequences and two with short sequences), with each block containing 30 repetitions of the delayed and 30 repetitions of the non-delayed sequences. The control blocks were randomly presented at the beginning or at the end of either session.

Ideal Observer Model {#sec8-2331216518773226}
--------------------

The distribution of possible onset-to-onset gaps between the last A and B sounds was different in the delayed and the non-delayed sequences. The gap between the last A and B sounds in the delayed sequence was, on average, Δ*t* ms longer than the one in the non-delayed sequence. Therefore, the listeners had an extra cue, proportional to Δ*t*, to perform the task. As in [@bibr39-2331216518773226], an ideal observer (IO) model was used to simulate the best possible performance that each listener could achieve if the gap between the last A and B sounds would be the only available cue. The model categorized individual trials as delayed or non-delayed by evaluating the gap between the last A and B sounds of a given sequence and comparing it with the nominal gap between consecutive A and B sounds (i.e., the gap of 170 ms, when no jitter has been applied). A given trial was categorized as delayed if the gap between the last A and B sounds was larger than the nominal gap. Otherwise, the trial was categorized as non-delayed. Because Δ*t* was adjusted individually, the probability of a correct response when fusing the A and B streams (chance level) was different for each listener. Thus, the gap between the last A and B sounds of each presentation, listener, and condition was used as input to the IO model. The IO model generated a *d*′ estimate for each listener and condition. Segregation was considered to occur when the CI listeners' performance was significantly better than the one predicted by the IO model.

Statistical Analysis {#sec9-2331216518773226}
--------------------

Unless otherwise specified, statistical inference was performed by fitting a mixed-effects linear model to the computed *d*′ scores. The experimental variables and their interactions were treated as fixed effects whereas listener-related effects were treated as random effects with random intercepts and slopes. The Δrate values were calculated from the log-transformed pulse rate values and were back-transformed after the post hoc analysis for an easier interpretation of the results. The model was implemented in R using the *lme4* library ([@bibr2-2331216518773226]) and the model selection was carried out with the *lmerTest* library ([@bibr22-2331216518773226]) following the backward selection approach based on stepwise deletion of model terms with high *p* values ([@bibr23-2331216518773226]). The *p* values for the fixed effects were calculated from *F* tests based on Sattethwaite's approximation of denominator degrees of freedom and the *p* values for the random effects were calculated based on likelihood ratio tests ([@bibr23-2331216518773226]). The post hoc analysis was performed through contrasts of least-square means using the *lsmeans* library ([@bibr26-2331216518773226]) and the *lme4* model object. The *p* values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Tukey method.

Statistical contrasts between the individual listeners' data and their respective IO model predictions were performed using *t* tests with the mean and standard error from each *d*′ estimate. The resulting *p* values were adjusted for multiple comparisons controlling for the false discovery rate ([@bibr5-2331216518773226]).

Results {#sec10-2331216518773226}
=======

The individual results are shown in [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"}, where each row represents the results for an individual listener. Sensitivity scores for the short and long sequences are shown in the left and right columns, respectively. The experimental data are indicated by the blue circles. Estimates from the IO model are indicated by the green triangles. Statistically significant differences between the achieved *d*′ scores and the IO model predictions are indicated by the asterisks. Figure 3.Individual sensitivity (*d*′) scores to the delayed B sound for each Δrate and sequence duration (blue circles) as well as the corresponding ideal observer model prediction (green triangles). Error bars represent the standard error of the *d*′ estimates. The error bars often fall within the symbols and are therefore not always visible in the graph. A statistically significant difference between the IO model predictions and the listener's data is indicated by one asterisk if .05 \> *p* \> .01, two asterisks if .01 \> *p* \> .001 and three asterisks if *p* \< .001.

For the long sequence (right column), *d*′ scores generally increased with increasing Δrate. For the largest Δrate condition, all listeners achieved larger *d*′ scores than the IO model. In contrast, for the *no difference* condition (Δrate = 0), none of the listeners achieved significantly larger *d*′ scores than the IO model. A large across-listener variability was observed, with some listeners exhibiting little or no improvement in detection performance toward larger Δrate values. For the short sequence (left column), no general trend was observed in the *d*′ scores with increasing Δrate. For some listeners, *d*′ scores did not significantly increase with increasing Δrate (i.e., Listeners 1, 5, 8, and 9). For three of the seven listeners (i.e., Listeners 4, 6, and 10), *d*′ scores increased with increasing Δrate and were larger than the IO model predictions for the largest Δrate condition (i.e., 220 pps).

[Figure 4](#fig4-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"} shows the *d*′ scores for all listeners and conditions. The results from the short and long sequences are shown in separate panels. The results for the control (no distractor) condition for the short and the long sequences are shown in the rightmost panel. The lsmeans estimates and the 95% confidence interval from the statistical model fitted to the data are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The data from the listeners and the predictions from the IO model are represented by boxes. Different colors represent the measured data and the IO model predictions. Figure 4.Sensitivity (*d*′) scores to the delayed B sound for each Δrate and sequence duration. The control condition (no distractor) for both long and short sequences is shown in the rightmost panel. The boxes illustrate data from the listeners (blue) and the corresponding IO model predictions (green). The solid lines represent the lsmeans estimate from the statistical model. Its 95% confidence interval is indicated with dashed lines and the corresponding shaded area. A statistically significant difference between the IO model predictions and the listener's data is indicated by one asterisk if .05 \> *p* \> .01, two asterisks if .01 \> *p* \> .001 and three asterisks if *p* \< .001.

The sensitivity scores (*d*′) increased with Δrate \[*F*(1, 29.95) = 23.051, *p* \< .001\]. The main effect of sequence duration \[*F*(1, 98.70) = 1.990, *p* = .162\], and of the data type (listener's vs. IO model) \[*F*(1, 11.53) = 2.526, *p* = .139\], were found to be nonsignificant. However, a significant interaction was found between Δrate and sequence duration \[*F*(1, 93.11) = 5.277, *p* = .024\]; Δrate and data type \[*F*(1, 80.75) = 38.958, *p* \< .001\]; and Δrate, sequence duration, and data type \[*F*(1, 80.75) =4.609, *p* = .035\].

The increase in the *d*′ scores obtained by the listeners with increasing Δrate was significantly steeper for the long sequence than for the short sequence \[*t*(86.47) =3.134, *p* = .012\], indicating a greater effect of Δrate for the long than for the short sequences. For the long sequences, the increase of the *d*′ scores with increasing Δrate was significantly steeper for the listeners than for the IO model predictions \[*t*(79.65) = 6.557, *p* \< .001\]. The listeners performed significantly better than the IO model for the Δrate values of 100 pps \[*t*(8.60) = 5.784, *p* = .006\]; 160 pps \[*t*(9.63) = 8.354, *p* \< .001\]; and 220 pps \[*t*(27.59) = 9.454, *p* \< .001\]. Thus, for the long sequence, the smallest Δrate at which the listeners could segregate the streams (i.e., the fission boundary) was 100 pps (50% relative to the distractor pulse rate). For the short sequences, the increase of the *d*′ scores with increasing Δrate was only marginally steeper for the listeners than for the IO model predictions \[*t*(79.65) = 2.664, *p* = .045\]. The listeners achieved significantly larger *d*′ scores than those from the IO model only for the largest Δrate condition (Δrate = 220 pps) \[*t*(29.62) = 4.214, *p* = .007\], difference estimate = 0.915. Thus, for the short sequences, the fission boundary was 220 pps (275% relative to the distractor pulse rate).

A paired *t* test revealed no significant difference between the *d*′ scores achieved for the long and short sequences in the control condition (no distractor) \[*t*(6) = 1.515, *p* = .180\].

In summary, the performance in the delay detection task improved with increasing Δrate. A larger effect of Δrate was observed for the long than for the short sequence, indicating the build-up of stream segregation.

Discussion {#sec11-2331216518773226}
==========

In this study, a delay detection task was used to assess the stream segregation abilities of CI listeners. The task became easier when the listeners could segregate the sounds-hence, larger *d*′ scores were achieved in conditions facilitating a segregated percept. Segregation was considered to occur when the *d*′ scores achieved by the CI listeners were significantly larger than those predicted by the IO model.

The Role of Δrate in Stream Segregation {#sec12-2331216518773226}
---------------------------------------

The *d*′ scores obtained by the listeners increased with increasing Δrate, both for the long and for the short sequences, suggesting that the listeners were able to use Δrate to segregate the streams. These findings are consistent with earlier work suggesting that larger differences between the temporal envelopes of the A and the B sounds facilitate a segregated percept both in NH listeners (e.g., [@bibr18-2331216518773226]; [@bibr41-2331216518773226]; [@bibr57-2331216518773226]; [@bibr58-2331216518773226]) and in CI listeners ([@bibr11-2331216518773226]; [@bibr16-2331216518773226]; [@bibr20-2331216518773226]). [@bibr20-2331216518773226] investigated the role of amplitude modulation differences in stream segregation both in NH and in CI listeners. They used a rhythm detection task that became easier when the A and B sounds were perceptually segregated. In their study, both groups of listeners were found to be able to use differences in the temporal envelope of sequential sounds to voluntarily segregate them. Hong & Turner presented the stimuli through a loudspeaker and the CI listeners used their own speech processor. Therefore, they had only limited control over the exact stimuli delivered to the listeners, as noted by [@bibr13-2331216518773226]). The results from this study support the findings from [@bibr20-2331216518773226]. However, in this study, temporal cues were elicited by directly manipulating the stimulation rate at a fixed cochlear location, bypassing the listener's speech processor such that there was a better control of the signal delivered to the listeners.

It has been suggested that NH listeners might need larger differences to perceptually segregate two stimuli than to discriminate them ([@bibr43-2331216518773226]). [@bibr20-2331216518773226] measured amplitude modulation frequency discrimination thresholds in NH and CI listeners and compared them with the fission boundary obtained as a function of the amplitude modulation frequency difference between two noise bursts. In both groups, larger amplitude modulation frequency differences were needed to segregate the two sounds than to discriminate them. Previous studies assessing the pulse rate difference limen in CI listeners reported a large variability across listeners and a strong dependency of the difference limen on the pulse rate of the reference sound, that is, the *base rate* (e.g., [@bibr3-2331216518773226]; [@bibr54-2331216518773226]; [@bibr55-2331216518773226]; [@bibr59-2331216518773226]). The difference limen was found to increase with increasing base rate, with values of about 10% at a base rate of 100 pps and about 20% for a base rate of 200 pps. Consistent with the findings from Hong and Turner, the results from this study suggest that CI listeners need larger differences to segregate the sounds than to discriminate them. This was particularly evident for the short sequence, where a pulse rate difference of 275% of the base rate (80 pps) was needed to segregate the sounds.

[@bibr16-2331216518773226] also assessed the role of temporal cues in stream segregation by changing the pulse rate at a fixed cochlear location. Their results suggested that CI listeners can use Δrate to segregate sounds. While in this study the task became easier when the sounds were perceptually segregated (voluntary stream segregation paradigm), in the study by Duran et al., the task became easier if the sounds were integrated into a single stream (obligatory stream segregation paradigm). Together, these results suggest that CI listeners can use Δrate for both voluntary and obligatory stream segregation of sequential sounds.

The Build-up of a Two-Stream Percept {#sec13-2331216518773226}
------------------------------------

The *d*′ scores obtained by the listeners increased with increasing Δrate. The effect of Δrate was found to be dependent on the sequence duration, with a steeper growth of *d*′ with increasing Δrate for the long than for the short sequence. Given that in the absence of the distractor stream the performance was not affected by the duration of the sequence, as demonstrated by the results from the no distractor condition, these findings suggest that longer sequences facilitated the segregation of the A and B sounds (i.e., there was evidence of build-up). [@bibr11-2331216518773226] observed evidence of build-up in one CI listener, who was instructed to qualitatively report whether a given sequence of sounds was integrated or segregated. In the present study, a detection task was used to assess stream segregation "objectively" ([@bibr13-2331216518773226]; [@bibr20-2331216518773226]; [@bibr32-2331216518773226]; [@bibr41-2331216518773226]) and seven CI listeners performed the task. The results from this study support the observations reported in Chatterjee et al.

The results presented here are also consistent with the findings from [@bibr37-2331216518773226], who investigated the effects of amplitude modulation rate and sequence duration on voluntary stream segregation in NH listeners. Nie and Nelson used modulated bandpass noise bursts to simulate the degraded spectral cues present in electric hearing. With a similar task and using similar sequence durations, both studies found an interaction between the temporal cue (amplitude modulation or pulse rate difference) and the sequence duration, suggesting that a similar build-up process might be experienced by CI listeners and NH listeners. Nie and Nelson found that spectral cues (i.e., a difference between the center frequencies of the noise bands) elicited a build-up both in the presence and in the absence of temporal cues. However, temporal cues elicited a build-up when combined with moderate spectral differences, but not in the absence of spectral cues, suggesting that temporal cues could be a weaker or secondary cue for the segregation of sounds. In this study, temporal cues elicited a build-up even in the absence of place cues.

Shorter Δ*t* values were needed in the control condition (no distractor) to avoid ceiling effects. This reflects the difficulty experienced by the CI listeners in performing the task in the presence of a distractor stream, even when a large Δrate and a long sequence duration were used. Thus, even though CI listeners seem to be able to achieve a segregated percept and exhibit a similar build-up process as NH listeners, they are not able to completely ignore a competing stream, which may reflect a slower build-up in CI listeners than in NH listeners.

Contribution of Temporal Regularity Differences to Stream Segregation {#sec14-2331216518773226}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, a temporally irregular distractor stream was used to ensure that temporal judgments between the A and the B sounds would be an unreliable cue to perform the task. Temporally irregular patterns are more likely to be segregated than predictive and temporally regular patterns (for a review, see [@bibr4-2331216518773226]). Even though the temporal irregularity of the distractor stream cannot account for the increase of the *d*′ scores associated with larger Δrate values, it is possible that the CI listeners made use of both Δrate and regularity differences to segregate the streams. [@bibr38-2331216518773226] investigated the role of spectral separation for stream segregation in NH listeners with a paradigm similar to the one used in this study. Their results suggested that NH listeners could segregate the sounds when the only available cue was the temporal regularity of one stream versus the temporal irregularity of the other. This condition is similar to the *no difference* condition from this study. Nevertheless, the results from the *no difference* condition suggest that CI listeners were not able to segregate the streams when the A and B streams were presented through the same electrode and at the same pulse rate. Thus, even though temporal regularity differences between the streams could contribute to their segregation, this cue was not sufficiently salient for it to elicit a segregated percept in the absence of Δrate.

Place Versus Temporal Cues in Stream Segregation: The Role of Δpitch {#sec15-2331216518773226}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

[@bibr39-2331216518773226] and this study employed the same paradigm to assess the role of electrode separation versus the role of Δrate in voluntary stream segregation. In electric hearing, both electrode and stimulation pulse rate contribute to the perception of pitch height (e.g., [@bibr24-2331216518773226]). If stream segregation is correlated with the overall perceptual difference between the sounds, the perceptual Δpitch between the target and the distractor stream may account for the results obtained in the two studies. To test this, the Δrate and the electrode separation values from this study and from Paredes-Gallardo et al. were converted to Δpitch between the target and the distractor streams. Data from a verbal attribute magnitude estimate experiment ([@bibr24-2331216518773226]) were used to map specific single electrode stimuli to a perceptual pitch height scale (see the Appendix for more details).

[Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"} shows the *d*′ scores for the long sequence as a function of Δpitch between the target and the distractor streams. On the basis of the magnitude estimation experiment for pitch height, the Δpitch values were normalized such that a Δpitch value of 100% corresponded to the perceived Δpitch between Electrodes 11 and 22 at a pulse rate of 900 pps. The data from the CI listeners and predictions from the IO model are indicated by the blue and green boxes, respectively. The pitch differences elicited by varying the pulse rate are shown with a lighter color than pitch differences elicited by changing the stimulation electrode. The solid and dashed lines represent the estimates from the statistical model and its 95% confidence intervals, respectively. The cue used to elicit the pitch differences (electrode vs. Δrate) was found to be a nonsignificant factor \[*F*(1, 107.31) = 1.216, *p* = .273\]. No significant interaction was found between the cue and Δpitch \[*F*(1, 105.90) = 0.295, *p* = .588\]; the cue and data type \[*F*(1, 105.40) = 1.101, *p* = .296\]; or the cue, Δpitch, and data type \[*F*(1, 98.26) = 0.004, *p* = .950\]. Only the Δpitch \[*F*(1, 6.51) = 18.166, *p* = .004\], data type (listeners' data vs IO model predictions) \[*F*(1, 11.08) = 5.236, *p* = .043\], and their interaction \[*F*(1, 101.85) = 38.612, *p* \< .001\], were found to be significant effects in the model. Figure 5.Sensitivity (*d*′) scores to the delayed B sound for each Δpitch between the target and the distractor streams. A Δpitch of 100% corresponds to the pitch difference experienced between Electrodes 11 and 22 when stimulated with a pulse rate of 900 pps. The boxes illustrate data from the listeners (in blue) and the corresponding IO model predictions (in green). Dark colors represent the data from Paredes-Gallardo et al. ([@bibr39-2331216518773226]; i.e., electrode separation) and light colors represent the data from this study (i.e., Δrate). The solid lines represent the lsmeans estimate from the statistical model. Its 95% confidence interval is indicated with dashed lines.

The *d*′ scores from the listeners increased for larger Δpitch values. Moreover, the cue used to elicit the pitch difference was revealed to be a nonsignificant factor in the statistical model. This suggests that CI listeners can use both place and temporal cues to segregate the streams as long as the perceptual pitch difference between the streams is larger than the fission boundary (i.e., about 20% of the pitch difference between Electrodes 11 and 22), supporting the hypothesis proposed by [@bibr34-2331216518773226], [@bibr35-2331216518773226]). These findings suggest that the combination of cues may improve stream segregation for CI listeners, provided that a larger overall perceptual difference is elicited between the sounds.

Six of the listeners from this study had previously participated in the study from [@bibr39-2331216518773226]. Thus, a learning effect might have affected the *d*′ scores obtained by the listeners in this study. Nevertheless, the lack of a significant effect of the cue used to elicit the pitch difference in the combined data from both studies implies that there was not a systematic change in the *d*′ scores from the two studies.

Summary and Conclusion {#sec16-2331216518773226}
======================

This study assessed the effect of temporal cues on voluntary stream segregation in CI listeners. The results suggested that CI listeners can make use of temporal cues to segregate sounds when attention is directed toward segregation. Moreover, a build-up process similar to that reported in NH listeners was observed. The similarity between the trends observed in this study for CI listeners and those reported for NH listeners suggest a common underlying mechanism for stream segregation in both groups. Furthermore, differences in the perceived pitch height accounted for the results from this study (temporal cues) as well as from [@bibr39-2331216518773226] (place cues). This suggests that stream segregation is directly related to the salience of the perceptual difference between the sounds. Thus, the combination of cues may improve stream segregation in CI listeners.
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 {#sec20-2331216518773226}

The Δrate and the electrode separation values from this study and from [@bibr39-2331216518773226] were converted to pitch height differences between the target and the distractor streams (Δpitch). Data from a verbal attribute magnitude estimation experiment ([@bibr24-2331216518773226]) were used to map specific single electrode stimuli to a perceptual pitch height scale. [@bibr24-2331216518773226] collected responses from five CI listeners who were instructed to rate the pitch height of single electrode stimuli on a scale from 0 to 100. A rating of 100 reflected full agreement with the verbal attribute *high* and a rating of 0, no agreement. A combination of four electrodes (i.e., 10, 14, 18, 22) and five pulse rates (i.e., 80, 150, 300, 600, and 1,200 pulse per sound \[pps\]) were tested. A mixed-effects quadratic model was fitted to the median of the individual ratings over eight repetitions using the statistical software R (*lme4* and *lmerTest* libraries; Bates et al., 2014; [@bibr22-2331216518773226]). Both stimulation electrode, pulse rate (log transformed) and their interaction were treated as fixed effects terms. Listener-related effects were treated as random effects with random intercepts and slopes. Pitch height ratings were defined as the lsmean estimates of the model (*lsmeans* library; Lenth, 2016) for each target and distractor stimuli. The Δpitch between each target and distractor sound was then calculated. Values of Δpitch were normalized such that a Δpitch of 100 would correspond to the pitch difference between Electrodes 11 and 22 when stimulated at a pulse rate of 900 pps.

[Figure A1](#fig6-2331216518773226){ref-type="fig"} shows the model predictions of pitch height ratings as a function of electrode and pulse rate (upper panel). High ratings are shown in white while low ratings are shown in dark gray. Equal-rating contours are indicated by the solid black lines. The middle and bottom panels show pitch height ratings for a fixed pulse rate and for a fixed electrode, respectively. The ratings of the pitch height decrease linearly as a function of stimulation electrode (middle panel). Conversely, pulse rate and pitch height exhibit a nonlinear relation (bottom panel) consistent with other studies (e.g., [@bibr25-2331216518773226]). Pitch height ratings increase up to a pulse rate of 300/400 pps and saturate for higher pulse rates.Figure A1.Upper panel: predictions of the pitch height ratings for different electrode and pulse rate combinations as obtained from the mixed-effects model fitted to the data from [@bibr24-2331216518773226]). Darker colors represent low ratings while brighter colors represent high ratings. The solid lines represent equal-rating contours. Middle panel: predictions of the pitch height ratings for different electrodes at a pulse rate of 900 pps. Bottom panel: predictions of the pitch height ratings for different pulse rates at Electrode 11.
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The data presented here is publicly available at <http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1126665>

In the cochlear electrode array, Electrode 1 is the most basal electrode and Electrode 22 the most apical one.

[^1]: *Note.* CI24RE and CI24R are two implant models, also known as Nucleus-24 and Freedom, respectively. CI = cochlear implant.
